JPL Headsets for Business

For more information and pricing on headsets please email us, either using the
contact page on the website or at sales@berkshiretelephones.co.uk
Prices from £25.00 plus VAT, Products include the following:
JPL JAC Plus Monaural Headset with Plantronics Quick Disconnect Plug
Headsets, Corded Binaural
Entry Level Monaural Headset with quick disconnect plug and clothing clip
















Single and Dual ear option available.
Single earpiece allowing users to confer with colleagues.
Left / right ear side compatible.
Supplied with quick disconnect system(QD) - QD compatible with Plantronics.
Fully flexible microphone for exact positioning.
Noise Cancelling microphone.
Lightweight Headset, ~ 36g / ~68g
Sure fit fully adjustable headband.
Clothing clip included.
Acoustic shock protection.
Compatible with all known office phones.
Full range of bottom leads available.
12 month repair or replacement warranty.
NOTE: The bottom telephone connection lead is additional.

JPL JAC Plus Binaural Headset with Plantronics Quick
Disconnect Plug
Headsets, Corded Binaural
Entry Level Binaural Headset with quick disconnect plug and clothing clip
















Single and Dual ear option available.
Single earpiece allowing users to confer with colleagues.
Left / right ear side compatible.
Supplied with quick disconnect system(QD) - QD compatible with Plantronics.
Fully flexible microphone for exact positioning.
Noise Cancelling microphone.
Lightweight Headset, ~ 36g / ~68g
Sure fit fully adjustable headband.
Clothing clip included.
Acoustic shock protection.
Compatible with all known office phones.
Full range of bottom leads available.
12 month repair or replacement warranty.
NOTE: The bottom telephone connection lead is additional.

JPL 401S Monaural Headset Plantronics Compatible
Headsets, Corded Monaural
The JPL-401S is a mid-office and contact centre headset suitable for regular phone users. The headset has improved sound
quality and features Surround Shield noise cancellation and a quick disconnect lead which allows the user to quickly disconnect
the headset and move away from their desk without removing the headset (this effectively puts the caller on hold)



















Single earpiece allowing users greater call concentration
Left / right ear side compatible
270° adjustable microphone boom
Surround Shield noise cancelling microphone
Anti-static shock microphone
Acoustic shock protection
Clear crisp sound
Wideband enabled speakers
55mm Foam ear cushions
Supplied with quick disconnect system(QD) - QD compatible with Plantronics
Ratchet style 'put and stay' microphone boom
Mid-weight headset, ~ 78g
Sure-fit fully adjustable headband
Headset storage bag, hanging hook and clothing clip included
Compatible with all known office phones
Full range of bottom leads available

12-month repair or replacement warranty

PL 502S Binaural Headset Plantronics Comp QD
Headsets, Corded Binaural
The NEW JPL-502S is a stylish mid-office and contact centre headset suitable for regular phone users. The headset features a
slim, flexible microphone with our Surround Shield noise cancellation technology and Sound Defender acoustic shock
protection.



















Dual earpiece allowing users to confer with colleagues Left / right ear side compatible
Flexible microphone boom arm
270° adjustable microphone boom
Surround Shield noise cancelling microphone
Anti-static shock microphone
Sound Defender acoustic shock protection
Clear crisp sound
Wideband enabled speaker
55mm Leatherette ear cushion
Supplied with quick disconnect system (QD) - QD compatible with Plantronics
Ratchet style 'put and stay' microphone boom
Mid-weight headset ~ 106g
Sure-fit fully adjustable headband
Headset storage bag, hanging hook and clothing clip included
Compatible with all known office phones
Full range of bottom leads available
12-month repair or replacement warranty

